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AbstractÐCurrent conceptual workflow models use either informally defined conceptual models or several formally defined
conceptual models that capture different aspects of the workflow, e.g., the data, process, and organizational aspects of the workflow.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no algorithms that can amalgamate these models to yield a single view of reality. A fragmented
conceptual view is useful for systems analysis and documentation. However, it fails to realize the potential of conceptual models to
provide a convenient interface to automate the design and management of workflows. First, as a step toward accomplishing this
objective, we propose SEAM (State-Entity-Activity-Model), a conceptual workflow model defined in terms of set theory. Second, no
attempt has been made, to the best of our knowledge, to incorporate time into a conceptual workflow model. SEAM incorporates the
temporal aspect of workflows. Third, we apply SEAM to a real-life organizational unit's workflows. In this work, we show a subset of the
workflows modeled for this organization using SEAM. We also demonstrate, via a prototype application, how the SEAM schema can be
implemented on a relational database management system. We present the lessons we learned about the advantages obtained for the
organization and, for developers who choose to use SEAM, we also present potential pitfalls in using the SEAM methodology to build
workflow systems on relational platforms. The information contained in this work is sufficient enough to allow application developers to
utilize SEAM as a methodology to analyze, design, and construct workflow applications on current relational database management
systems. The definition of SEAM as a context-free grammar, definition of its semantics, and its mapping to relational platforms should
be sufficient also, to allow the construction of an automated workflow design and construction tool with SEAM as the user interface.
Index TermsÐWorkflow systems, data modeling, process modeling, relational databases, temporal models, requirements
engineering.
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INTRODUCTION

ECENTLY, the design and construction of Workflow
Management Systems (WFMS) has emerged as an
important area in both theory and practice (e.g., [1], [2],
[3], [4], [5]). We borrow our definition of a workflow from
[1] who defines a workflow as a collection of tasks
organized to accomplish some business objective. This
definition conforms to a widely accepted understanding of
a workflow in the literature (e.g., [6], [7]). Hence, in this
work, the notion of a ªbusiness processº is synonymous
with that of a ªworkflow.º
Current methodologies that are used to specify workflows at a conceptual level involve using several informal or
semiformal models to model different aspects of the
workflow, such as the data aspect, the process aspect, and
the organizational aspect. This fragmented conceptual view
is useful for the purpose of systems analysis and documentation, but it does not enable the model to formally
assist in the construction of the workflow or in its management. In this work, we propose a solution to this problem,
in the form of SEAM (State-Entity-Activity-Model), a single
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conceptual workflow model that we formally define and
specify as a context-free grammar. We also provide
mapping rules that map SEAM schemas to abstractions
that are supported by commercial relational database
management systems (RDBMS). We discuss the feasibility
of using SEAM for modeling real-world workflows, based
on a real-life case study. Finally, to demonstrate the
feasibility of support for SEAM concepts on commercial
RDBMSs, we present a prototype workflow application
built on a commercially available RDBMS.
The primary motivation for this work is to present
sufficient information so that automated tools (in the form
of compilers) can be constructed that will map a
SEAM model schema to abstractions supported by a
RDBMS and, thus, aid in the construction of workflow
applications. A secondary motivation is providing guidelines for the development of RDBMSs themselves, as they
evolve to support workflows. Thus, some of the concepts in
SEAM (e.g., the temporal concepts) may be modeled
directly as abstractions in future RDBMSs, or implemented
separately as cartridges in object relational databases.
Having briefly described the motivation for this work,
we next present the research context of this work.
Several issues have been identified in workflow research,
and specialized implementations have been proposed and,
in some cases prototyped, to resolve these issues. The issues
can be broadly divided into implementation issues and
business process modeling issues. Implementation issues are
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the low-level changes that need to be made to applications
that deal directly with the operating system and/or hardware. Business process modeling issues start at the level of
capturing descriptions of end-user requirements and then go
down to varying levels of actually implementing the system.
Implementation issues include newer transaction models, interworkflow communication architectures, and managing workflows in heterogeneous and distributed (HAD)
environments. For example, [8] proposes a data model and
nonisolated transaction model as part of their WFMS. An
active, object-oriented database management system
(DBMS) is used by [6] to build their WFMS. A WFMS is
constructed and presented in [9] using FlowMark [10],
which is a specialized workflow system product. An
architecture for exception handling in interorganizational
workflows is proposed in [11]. A specialized messaging bus
architecture to manage workflows, and allow for better
communication is described in [12]. An argument for why
serializability is too strict a criterion for workflow transactions is presented in [13], who describe a distributed agent
architecture that can be used to develop workflow applications. A synthesis of different transaction models is
presented in [14]. The management of workflows in
distributed environments is demonstrated in [15]. A light
workflow system based on Petri Nets is demonstrated in
[16]. The materialization of object-oriented views and their
application to workflow systems is presented in [17]. A
transaction oriented workflow environment is presented as
a class library by [18]. The class library provides features for
the construction of long-lived, concurrent, nested, multithreaded activities. A dynamic and distributed environment for task scheduling called FlowAgent is presented in
[19]. Specialized implementations offer the advantages of
better performance and efficiency, and in some cases,
facilities that are simply not offered by existing systems.
In business process modeling, several conceptual models (e.g., [20], [21], [22], [23]) have been proposed. Many of
these models share common concepts such as the data,
activities, controls, and organizational responsibilities involved in the workflow. Some models are informally
defined [24], [25]. Thus, user workflows are modeled using
operational user profiles in [26], when evaluating the
quality of service in Web-based education systems. The
incidence and causes of human and organizational error are
captured in a model proposed in [27]. This model is used to
suggest strategies for business process reengineering that
minimize specific errors. A knowledge-based approach to
depicting workflow exceptions is presented in [28], wherein
the goal is to assist users in managing exceptions that may
arise. Operational parameterized building blocks are used
to construct workflow schema in [29].
Other modeling environments (e.g., [20], [22], [30]) use
several semiformally defined models to model different
aspects of the business process, such as the data aspects, the
activity aspects, and the organizational aspects. In [31],
workflows are modeled as reactive objects that only obey
ECA (event-condition-action) rules. These models help in
the analysis phase, as well as in documenting user
requirements. However, as pointed out in [16], the potential
of conceptual models to formally assist in the construction
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of a workflow system and help manage the workflows has
not been realized. In this work, we attempt to address this
problem.
In order to make workflow systems that can be specified
and managed at the conceptual level, we propose that the
following requirements need to be satisfied: First, a single
conceptual model is needed to represent the entire system.
Second, this conceptual model must be formally specified
and be able to map to a reasonably low level of workflow
design. Third, the conceptual model must be easy to use
and scalable for large real-world applications. Now, we
explain each of these issues.
A single conceptual model is required because, to the
best of our knowledge, no algorithms exist to amalgamate
diverse data and process models to form a single view of the
reality being modeled. A single view of the reality is needed
at the conceptual level before any mapping to lower levels
can be done. Support for this argument can be found in [32].
The model needs to be formal so that its semantics are
well-understood, and a tool (such as a compiler) can be
constructed to map the model to lower levels. Thus, a
single, mappable conceptual workflow model will facilitate
the construction of a workflow design tool and also make it
possible to manage workflows by making changes via the
conceptual level.
Finally, the model needs to be easy to use so that it scales
well to modeling real-world workflows. Thus, a model that
captures information about workflows down to the level of
the actual code will result in extremely complex schemas
when applied to modeling real-world workflows. Note the
trade-off here between the depth of the implementation
level to which the conceptual model can be mapped and the
ease of use of the model. Thus, a model A that supports the
process titles with verbal descriptions for describing the
processes will be easier to use and more scalable at the
conceptual level than another model B that formally models
the entire logic of the processes using, say, finite state
machines. However, model B will map to a lower level of
implementation than model A.
In the well-established area of database application
construction, such a model already exists and is widely
used. The methodology based on this model is briefly
summarized in Fig. 1a. In the methodology, a single
conceptual data model (the Entity Relationship Model
(ERM) [33]) is used to capture the end-user's reality. The
mapping from the conceptual to the implementation model
(the relational data model [34]) is well-defined and can be
automated. We call such a methodology a ªwell-definedº
methodology. Such a methodology is necessary in order to
be able to construct and manage database applications from
the conceptual level itself. Several prototypes of automated
design tools using this well-defined methodology (e.g., [35],
[36]) have been constructed.
In Fig. 1b, we depict the primary contribution of this
work: a well-defined workflow systems development
methodology that can be used in the analysis, design, and
construction of workflow systems using current relational
database management system platforms. To achieve this,
we present SEAM, a single conceptual workflow model. We
define its semantics in terms of set theory, and define the set
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Fig. 1. The analogy between an established, well-defined database methodology and the proposed well-defined workflow methodology. (a) An
existing well-defined methodology to create workflow applications using the relational model. (b) A possible well-defined methodology to create
workflow applications using implementation abstractions supported by current DBMSs.

of legal model schemas as a formal context-free grammar.
We also present a set of rules that map from SEAM to
existing RDBMS platforms, such as Sybase [37] and Oracle
[38]. While SEAM may similarly be mapped to other
specialized workflow implementations, we have two
reasons for selecting commercially available relational
implementations as the target in this work. First,
specialized implementations require substantial financial
investment, which is beyond the purview of most
organizations [39]. Second, most organizations have
personnel who are familiar with the environments of
these commercial systems [40], [41] and, hence, have a
greater incentive to utilize these systems to the fullest,
instead of moving to more specialized environments.
Hence, in this work, we present an unambiguous
mapping of a SEAM schema to abstractions supported
by current RDBMS platforms. A similar mapping to other,
more specialized implementation platforms may be
similarly done.
To the best of our knowledge, SEAM is the first
conceptual workflow model that explicitly incorporates
the representation of time. While the representation of time
in conceptual data models is a well-researched area (e.g.,
[42]), our work makes a first attempt at representing time in
a conceptual workflow model (that represents both data
and processes).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we define SEAM. The mapping from SEAM to abstractions
supported by current RDBMSs is presented in Section 3. In
Section 4, we illustrate, with a simple prototype application,
how SEAM can be used to construct a workflow application
using an existing RDBMS, and also discuss how it compares
with other models. In Section 5, we conclude with a
discussion of the contributions of this work and directions
for future research.

entity types and state types. Both have attributes, and
entity types have a primary key susbet of attributes. Each
instance of an entity type and a state type has time stamps
associated with it, which fix its existence in time.
Entity instances from one or more entity types belong to
state instances (instances of state types). The issue of
temporal consistency, so that the entity instances that
belong to a state instance do not differ by more than a
certain time interval, is handled by the max interval value
of the state type.
Processes in SEAM are modeled using a simple activity
decomposition model that is similar to models like the data
flow diagram model [43], which is a well-understood process
model. Activity types in SEAM can be decomposed down to
the level of primitive activity types. Each activity type
acts_on a state type (and the entity types that belong to the
state type). Primitive activities are further described using a
verbal description, similar to mini specs in the data flow
diagram model.
SEAM differs from other models in that, first, it explicitly
links activities and data, thus enforcing one consistent view
of reality. Second, it introduces temporal concepts in a
workflow model, which we believe is novel. Third, SEAM is
formally defined in this work, thereby allowing the
construction of software that can be used to manage
workflows from the SEAM level. In Section 5, we discuss
in greater detail the differences between SEAM and other
modeling methods.
Now, we define the components and semantics of SEAM
using set theory in Section 2.1. Fig. 2 lists many of the
symbols we use. Next, SEAM is specified as a context-free
grammar in Section 2.2. A graphical notation to depict
SEAM is defined in Section 2.3. An example, taken from a
real-world case study to illustrate the usage of SEAM is
shown in Section 2.4.

2

2.1 The Definition of SEAM
2.1.1 Entity types and Entity type Descriptors in SEAM
Entity type
type. An entity type is a set of entity instances, each
of which is described by the same set of mappings (entity
descriptors):

THE STATE-ENTITY-ACTIVITY-MODEL (SEAM)

First, we present the intuition behind creating SEAM. Our
design philosophy was to create a model that captures data
and processes in well-understood ways. Hence, data in
SEAM is based heavily on the ERM, which is a wellunderstood model in the academic and practitioner communities. Data in SEAM is captured using the notion of

E  fei 8 i  1 . . . ng:
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entity_time_stamps of all entity instances, as well as the
state_time_stamp of the corresponding state instance
have to fall, so that the state instance represents a
temporally consistent view of reality. It is a functional
mapping from a state type to the value set Vti :
smi : Si ! Vti where Vti  fxjx 2 R g:

Fig. 2. Symbols used in the SEAM specification.

Entity_Attribute. An entity_attribute is a functional
mapping from an entity type into a value set or a
Cartesian product of value sets:
Eat : Ei ! Vi or Vi1 XVi2 X . . . XVin :
Entity_time_stamp. The time_stamp of an entity instance
fixes its location in time (relative to the start of the workflow).
It is defined as a functional mapping of an entity type to the
value set consisting of positive real numbers:
ets : Ei ! Vti where Vti  fxjx 2 R g:
Primary_key. Each entity type has at least one minimal
subset of entity_attributes, say, P , such that the mapping
from this subset to the Cartesian product of the corresponding value sets is a one-one mapping. The primary key for
the entity type is given by:
P [ ets Ei :

2.1.2 State types and State type Descriptors in SEAM
State type
type. A state type is a mathematical relation
between n entity types. It is defined as an n-tuple of
these entity types, with the constraint of temporal
consistency: The time_stamps of all the entity instances
that belong_to a state instance, as well as the time_stamp
of the state instance, should fall within a particular
length of time:
Si  fe1 ; e2 ; . . . ; en je1 2 E1 ; e2 2 E1 ; e2 2 E2 ; . . . ; en 2
En ^ 8 j  1 . . . n; sts sj  ets ej  < = smi sj g:
We say that E1 ; . . . ; En belong_to state type Si . Each tuple of
the state type relation is a state instance.
State_attributes. A state_attribute maps from a state type
into a value set or a Cartesian product of value sets:
Sat : Si ! Vi or Vi1 XVi2 X . . . XVin :
State_time_stamp. The state_time_stamp fixes the location of a state instance in time (relative to the start of a
workflow). It is defined as a functional mapping of a
state type to a value set consisting of positive real numbers:
sts : Si ! Vti where Vti  fxjx 2 R g:
Max_interval. The max_interval for a state type is the
length of the temporal interval within which the

2.1.3 Activity types and Activity type Descriptors in
SEAM
Activity type
type. An activity type is a transformation that maps
from a state type to the state type itself. It is an ordered
binary relation on the state type, where the binary relation
represents the possible initial and final state instance pairs
that can occur, for an activity instance of the activity type:
Ai  fsj ; ; sk ; 2 Sl jsj is transformed to sk following a
predefined logic of Ai : sj ; ; sk ; g.
Each element am 2 Ai is a tuple in this ordered, binary
relation. We say that Ai acts_on Sl .
A_Type. The a_type of an activity type describes
whether the activity type is fully automatable, nonautomatable, or mixed. A mixed activity type is one whose
sub activity types are either automatable, nonautomatable,
or mixed. A_type is a functional mapping from an
activity type to the set set
Vat  fautomatable; nonautomatable; mixedg:
If at am  00 automatable;00 then am has to be a functional
relation:
at : Ai ! Vat :

2.1.4 W orkflow types in SEAM
In SEAM, a workflow type is defined as every
activity type that occurs at the highest level of a SEAM
scheme. The activity instances of the activity type are
the workflow instances. We say that all the component
activity types of a workflow type participate_in the
workflow type.
2.1.5 Cardinalities
Similar to the ERM, the cardinality of a state type is a
constraint on the mappings from one entity type that
belongs_to the state type, to all other entity types that
belong_to the state type. Thus, a 1 to n mapping means that
each entity instance in the second entity type can only
belong_to a state instance with one entity instance of the
first entity type.
2.1.6 Decomposition and Precedence in SEAM
State type Decomposition. A state type can be decomposed
into two or more state types that describe it in more detail.
State type decomposition is defined as a relation between
two state types, where the first is a component of the
second:
sdc  S1  S2 :
We say that S2 superstate S1 iff S1 sdc S2 _ S1  S2.
Activity type Decomposition. An activity type can be
decomposed into two or more activity types that describe it
in more detail. Activity type decomposition is defined as a
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relation between two activity types, where the first is a
component of the second:
adc  A1  A2
A1 adc A2 iff 9 S1 , S2 such that A1 acts_on S1 ^ A2 acts_on
S2 ^ S1 sdc S2 .
We say that A2 superactivity A1 iff A1 adcA2 _ A1  A2 .
Entity type Abstractions. SEAM supports the wellknown entity type abstractions of generalization and
aggregation. These abstractions have been defined and
extensively discussed in the literature [44], [45], [46].
Generalization occurs when similar entity types are
abstracted to form a higher-order, generic entity type. Let
all the entity_atributes of an entity_type Ei be Attri . From
the definition of entity types earlier, the entity type Ei has at
least one minimal subset of Attri , say, Pi , such that the
mapping from this subset to the Cartesian product of the
corresponding value sets is a one-one mapping.1 We define
generalization as follows:
E1 sub class of E2 iff P1  P2 ^ Attr2  Attr1 :
Aggregation occurs when two or more entity types and the
state type that they belong_to are abstracted to form a
higher level entity type. We define aggregation as follows:
A state type S1 and all the entity_types E1 ; . . . ; En that
belong_to state type S1 form an aggregate entity_type
Eaggr > Paggr  P1 [ P2 [ . . . [ Pn  ^ Attraggr
 AttrS1 ^ ets Eaggr   sts S1 :

2.1.7 Decomposition Primitives
A state type S1 is a primitive state type if it does not have
any component state types in the SEAM scheme. Thus, S1 is
a primitive state type iff only one entity _type E1 belongs_to
S1 _ :9 state type Si such that S1 superstate Si .
An activity type A1 is a primitive if it does not have any
component activity types in the SEAM scheme. Thus, A1 is
a primitive iff :9 Ai such that A1 superactivity Ai .
Each primitive activity type is further described by a
pseudocode of operations on the descriptors of the
state type that it acts_on, and the entity types that belong_to
that state type.
This is exactly analogous to the practice of using
minispecs in process models like the Data Flow Diagram
[43], and is used to complete the description of the primitive
activity types. Note that this pseudocode is not part of the
SEAM specification, but is an add-on that can help in
application construction.
2.1.8 Precedence
Precedence is defined as a relation between two
activity types:
precedes  A  A:
Ai precedes Aj iff 8wk ; ai 2 Ai ^ aj 2 Aj ^ ai participates_in wk ^ ai acts_on sm ) sts ai sl  < sts sm , where
ai sl  represents the state instance after ai has acted_on sl .
1. In a nontemporal model, this would be the primary key of the
entity type.
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2.1.9 Axioms and the Construction of SEAM Schema
Axioms. In order to make every SEAM scheme logically
consistent, we define the following axioms:
1.
2.

Entity Generalization Axiom. 8 Ei , Ej , Sk , Ej
sub_class_of Ei ^ Ei belongs_to Sk ) Ej belong_to Sk .
State Decomposition Axioms.

8 Si , Sj , Ai , Si superstate Sj ^ Ai acts_on Si ) Ai
acts_on Sj .
b. S1 sdc S2 ) (8 Ei ; Ei belongs_to S1 ) (Ei belongs_to S2 )).
3. Activity type Decomposition Axiom. 8 Ai , Aj , Ak ,
Am , Ai superactivity Aj ^ Ak superactivity Am ^ Ai
precedes Ak ) Aj precedes Am .
The Construction of SEAM Schema. Each SEAM schema
consists of different levels. Each level consists of a static
scheme and a dynamic scheme. The static scheme depicts the
state types, entity types, and activity types, along with their
descriptors. The dynamic scheme depicts the sequencing of
the activity types depicted in the static scheme, along with
predicates.
A static scheme is defined as a 5-tuple
a.

Sti  O; acts on; belongs to; sub class of; aggregate of;
where O  E [ A [ S is a nonempty, finite set of components consisting of pairwise disjoint sets: E, the set of
entity types, S, the set of state types, and A, the set of
activity types;
1. acts on  A  E;
2. belongs to  E  S;
3. sub class of  E  E;
4. aggregate of  E  E.
A dynamic SEAM scheme is defined as a 2-tuple
Dyi  A; precedes.
Stj is lower_than Sti iff
. 8 Aj in Stj , 9 Ai in Sti , such that Ai superactivity Aj ^
. 8 Sj in Stj , 9Si in Sti such that Si superstate Sj .
Dyj is lower_than Dyi iff
.

8 Aj in Dyj , 9 Ai in Dyi , such that Ai superactivity Aj .

2.2

Defining SEAM Schema as a Context-Free
Language
We define the set of all possible SEAM schemas as a context
free language [47], defined by a nonambiguous, context-free
grammar G. The grammar is presented in Fig. 3.
2.3 The Graphical Representation of SEAM
SEAM is a conceptual workflow model that can be used to
capture the users' descriptions of their business realities.
SEAM schemas are created using graphical symbols (that
correspond to the components of SEAM). The graphical
symbols we use in SEAM, and the components they
represent, are shown in Fig. 4. Next, we present a simple
example to illustrate how SEAM can be used to capture user
requirements.

6
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Fig. 3. Context-free grammar for the SEAM model.

Fig. 4. Constructs in SEAM.

2.4 An Example SEAM Scheme
This example is part of an actual case study that has been
conducted where the SEAM schema was created for the
workflows of the quality control unit of a medium sized
international software development company headquartered
in the USA [48]. The case study took three months and
involved the intensive participation of four employees of the
unit, representing the four different job functions of that unit.
For reasons of space, we show a subset of the SEAM schema

obtained for the company. We show a SEAM scheme for the
following situation: In a software development process, the
design specification document (DSD) is created before coding
begins. Members of the following departments participate in
this creation: implementation (IMP), customer services (CS),
technical publications (PUB), development (DEV), marketing
(MKTG), and quality control (QC). The QC department
consists of a director, several managers, senior analysts, and
testers. The DEV department consists of a lead developer and
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Fig. 5. Level 1 static scheme of DSD Construction.

programmers. The MKTG department includes (among other
employees) product managers (PM), one of who participates
in the DSD construction process. IMP consists of several
managers and employees. While the DSD is being developed,
DEV may sometimes demonstrate prototypes of the final
system. Prior to developing the DSD, the product planning
document (PPD) has already been created. In the final phases
of DSD construction, QC starts developing an initial test plan
document that sets forth testing plans and criteria for the new
system. At this time, QC also identifies any special requirements they may have for testing the new system. The
construction of the DSD proceeds in the form of meetings
between all of the parties. At a certain point, the preliminary
DSD code is approved, and the coding and unit testing (CUT)
starts. At this point, all code is written and the units are
individually tested. After all the code has been written, the
functional integrated testing of the code (FIT) starts. The DSD
may be modified during the CUT phase, and appendices may
be added to it in the FIT phase.
A simplified SEAM scheme for this situation is shown in
Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. The purpose is to illustrate SEAM usage;
a SEAM scheme for a real-life system to support this process
would be considerably more complex. Descriptors and cardinalities are not shown for reasons of legibility. Fig. 5 is the
top-level static scheme and shows the workflow type
ªDSP activity.º Note how the departments are modeled
using the generalization concept, just as in the Extended
ERM. There is no dynamic scheme at the top level, since
there is only one activity type (the workflow type).
At the second level, shown in Fig. 6, the state type
ªDSP stateº is decomposed into three state types:

1. ªdesign group,º
2. ªdevelop DSD,º and
3. ªinitial test plan state.º
The decomposition relation between state type ªDSP stateº
and these three state types is not shown for reasons of
legibility. The workflow type ªDSP activityº has been
decomposed into five activity types:
1. ªdevelop dsd activity,º
2. ªmeet activity,º
3. ªprovide feedback on DSD,º
4. ªdevelop plan,º and
5. ªlist special requirements.º
The level 2 dynamic scheme in Fig. 7 shows the sequence of
these activity types.
In level 3, shown in Fig. 8, the activity type ªdevelop_DSD_activityº is decomposed into four activity types.
The sequence of these four activity types is shown in the
level 3 dynamic scheme in Fig. 9. Note that the dynamic
schemes at levels 2 (Fig. 7) and 3 (Fig. 9) will need to be
superimposed to get the complete picture since only new
decompositions are shown at each lower level.
The primitive state types in this example are: ªdesign_group,º ªinitial_test_plan_state,º and ªdevelop_DSD.º
The primitive activity types are: ªdevelop_plan,º ªlist_special_requirements,º ªmeet_activity,º ªprovide_feedback_on_DSD,º ªapprove_DSD,º ªdraft_preliminary_DSD,º
ªapprove_DSD,º ªmodify_DSD_CUT_phase,º and ªadd_appendices_DSD_FIT_phase.º It is relatively straightforward to
conceptualize further decomposition beyond these three
levels. We also do not show the pseudocode for any of the
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Fig. 6. Level 2 static scheme for DSD Construction.

Fig. 7. Level 2 dynamic scheme for DSD Construction.

primitive activity types since that is not part of the SEAM

3

MAPPING SEAM SCHEMA TO WIDELY
SUPPORTED ABSTRACTIONS

specification. However, this would almost certainly be
required for completing the documentation in a real-life
application.
Having described how user requirements can be
captured in a SEAM scheme, we next complete the link
shown in Fig. 1b by defining a concise set of rules to map
the SEAM schema to abstractions supported by commercial
RDBMSs: The relational data model, triggers, a computationally complete (possibly embedded) SQL (Structural
Query Language), and the ACID (Atomic, Consistent,
Isolated, Durable) transaction model for execution, concurrency and recovery.

In the following discussion, we shall refer to relations in the
relational data model as ªtables,º and to the well-known
foreign key concept as ªreferencing.º In order to apply these
rules to a particular workflow, the term wf name should be
substituted for the actual name of the workflow type.

3.1
1.

Rules to Map SEAM Schema
Metadata Associated with Each W orkflow type.
a.

Each workflow type has a table,
wf name wf info;
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Fig. 8 Level 3 static scheme for DSD Construction.

Fig. 9. Level 3 dynamic scheme for DSD Construction.

d.

with the following attributes:
wf description; wf id; wf time began:
b.

The primary key for this table is wf_id.
A table called wf name activities info is used
to record information about all the possible
primitive activity types that participate_in the
workflow type. The table has the following
attributes:

activity id; wf id; activity time began;
activity time ended; completed status;
executing status:

activity description; activity id:
c.

The primary key is activity_id.
A table called wf name state max ints is used
to record the max_intervals of all the state types.
It has the following attributes:
state max int id; state name; time1; time2:
The primary key is the state_max_int_id.

A table called wf name progress is used to
coordinate the workflow. It has the following
attributes:

2.

The primary key of the table is (wf_id, activity_id).
The wf_id references the wf_name_wf_info table,
while the activity_id references the wf_name_activities_info table.
Mapping SEAM Entity types. Each entity type is
represented as a table, whose attributes are the same
as the entity type's descriptors. The primary key of
the table is the primary key of the entity type (which
includes the entity_time_stamp). Since current systems do not support temporal data, time_stamps
have to be explicitly modeled as attributes in the
table, and each table represents values across time
for different entity instances.

10
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3.

4.

Mapping SEAM Subclass Entity types and Aggregate Entity types. The mapping from subclass
entity types and aggregate entity types to the relational data model has been extensively covered in
the literature, and is identical to the mapping of
SEAM subclass and aggregate entity types. For
reasons of space, we do not discuss the mapping
here, but refer the reader to [49].
M a p p i n g S E A M State types. N o n p r i m i t i v e
state types are not mapped. Each primitive
state type is represented by a table. The attributes of
the table include: (state_attributes, state_time_stamp,
(primary keysÐentity_time_stamp) of all entity types
that belong_to the state type).
In addition, the table has attributes: (state_type_id, state_max_int_id, wf_id1, activity_id1... activity_idn, wf_id2, activity_id1,..., activity_idp,
...wf_idm, activity_id1,... activity_idq). Thus, attributes exist for each workflow type that acts_on the
state type, and within that, for each activity type that
acts_on the state type and that also participates_in
the workflow type.
The primary key for the
table  state type id [ state time stamp:
The reason is that, like entity instances in the
entity type tables, state instances are also represented across time.
The state_max_int_id references the
wf name state max ints
table, the wf_id references the relevant
wf name wf info;

5.

table, and the activity_ids reference the relevant
wf name activities info table.
Generic Triggers to Enforce SEAM Reality. We
identify only the essential triggers that are needed to
implement the SEAM conception of reality. In
addition, of course, there may be several application-specific triggers, which are not discussed here.
a.

Triggers to guarantee temporal consistency of
data. Foreign keys are insufficient by themselves
to guarantee temporal consistency, since they do
not check to see if the referenced value falls within a
particular range of the referencing value. Hence, we
need triggers to ensure temporal consistency.
.

.

Each state type table has an insert
trigger associated with it, to ensure that
entity instances exist whose time_stamps
lie within the max_interval of the state_time_stamp value. The logical structure of this trigger is shown in Fig. 10a.
Each entity type table has a delete trigger
associated with it. The trigger ensures that if
an entity instance is deleted, then the tables
of all the state types to which the entity type
belongs are checked. If any state instances
are found that depend on this entity instance,

6.
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and for which no other entity instance can be
found, then those state instances must be
deleted as well. The logical structure for this
trigger is shown in Fig. 10b.
b. Workflow Initiation Trigger. This is associated
with insertions into the wf name wf info table.
When a row is inserted into this table, it means
that wf_name has been instantiated. This trigger
then inserts all activity types that participate_in
the workflow type in the wf name progress
table, and marks them as incomplete. The
logical structure of this trigger is shown in
Fig. 10c.
Mapping SEAM Primitive Activity types. If the
a_type of a primitive activity type is nonautomatable, it may be written as a form.2 If it is automatable,
it is written as a trigger. Each primitive activity type
in the SEAM scheme may be written as an
embedded SQL module of the form:
activity_name() {
get_input(); /*ask the user for
possible input that may be
required
if it is non-automatable*/
start_transaction();
/*
identify relevant row in the
state type table based on
state_time_stamp and
transform only the
entity instances that lie
within +/- max_int of the
state_time_stamp value. After
relevant entity instances are
modified, insert a new row in
the state type table that has
the same wf_id and activity_id
as the original row
*/
update_wf_progress(); /*
updates the relevant record
in the wf_name_progress
table, that the activity has
been completed*/
commit_transaction();
}
This structure implies that each primitive
activity type is one transaction. It also supports the
SEAM conception of reality: An activity instance
acts_on a state instance and all the entity instances
that belong_to that state instance. The common
wf_id and activity_id in the state type table are
sufficient enough to generate the state instance that
was input to the activity instance, as well as the

2. A form is an event driven interface into the database, which allows
end-users access to the data. Many fourth generation languages are widely
available to create forms to a database.
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Fig. 10. The logical structure of generic triggers in WF-M. (a) Logical structure of insert trigger associated with each state_table. (b) Logical structure
of delete trigger associated with each entity_table. (c) Logical structure of insert trigger associated with wf_name_wf_info table.

7.

8.

state instance after the activity instance has transformed it.
Mapping SEAM Nonprimitive Activity types. Nonprimitive activity types in SEAM are not relevant at
the implementation level. Similar to other tools like
the DFD, nonprimitive activity types in SEAM serve
as a software design aid for decomposing
activity types, until primitive activity types that can
be coded are reached, e.g., the develop_DSD
activity type will not be supported at the implementation level. However, it was useful in arriving at the
four primitive activity types shown in Fig. 9.
Managing the Instantiation of SEAM Workflow_types. Each workflow type is managed by a
server program (wf name server) whose structure
is as follows:
main() {
while(1) {
decide_next_activity();
/*scans the
wf_name_progress table,
and picks out an
activity type that needs to be
executed*/
execute_activity_handler();
/*a wrapper function that
accepts the handle of the
next activity to be
executed, forks a process
to execute it &
immediately returns
SUCCESS or FAILURE*/
}
}
wf name server runs continually. The decide_next_activity function scans the wf name progress table,
sees which activity type has been most recently
executed, and understands which activity type

needs to be executed next.3 This information is
passed to the execute_activity_handler, which will
simply fork a process to execute that activity type's
module and return.

3.2

Workflow Execution, Recovery, and
Concurrency Issues
Fig. 11 shows the architecture of a WFMS that can be
constructed using SEAM. For each workflow type,
wf name server runs continually. A workflow instance
starts when a row is inserted into the wf name info table.
This triggers the workflow initiation trigger (in Fig. 10c),
which inserts relevant rows in the wf name progress table.
wf name server scans this table continually, and decides on
the next primitive activity type to be executed. When an
activity type is found, it forks a process for the activity and
returns. Note that each activity type is written as one
transaction. This utilizes the ACID transaction abstraction
to ensure recovery from a crash. If the system crashes
when a workflow is in progress, the current executing
activities are all rolled back (automatically by the DBMS),
since they are written as transactions. Since the
wf name progress tables have not been updated (they
are the last table an activity instance updates), they
remain marked NOT COMPLETE. When the system is
restarted, only the wf name server needs to be restarted
for each workflow type. The rolled back activity types are
then automatically handled by the servers.
In order to facilitate recovery, information on all
wf name server p r o g r a m s m a y b e s t o r e d i n a
wf server registry (metametadata). On recovering from a
crash, a recovery program could scan this table and start all
the servers running again.
Using the transaction abstraction provides the same
degree of concurrency to activity types that the DBMS
provides to transactions. The key is to decompose
3. There are several ways to implement this. One possible way would be
to write a function for each activity type that participate_in the
workflow type, that returns true if the activity type is ready for execution.
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Fig. 11. Architecture of the proposed WFMS.

activity types so that, finally, each primitive activity type is
of ªreasonableº duration (i.e., not too long) and can be
implemented as a transaction with a reasonable degree of
concurrency in the system. SEAM clearly helps in this
process by facilitating decomposition.

4

PROTOTYPE WORKFLOW APPLICATION

Next, we describe a prototype application that we constructed for a SEAM schema. The prototype was developed
on Sybase 10 [37], a client-server database management
system developed by SYBASE.
Sybase 10 largely supports the relational model, triggers,
embedded SQL code, extended SQL, as well as stored
procedures. The aim of implementing the prototype was
not to implement a real-life application, but rather a proofof-concept demonstration, to show how a real application
can be developed. The top-level static SEAM schema used is
shown in Fig. 12. There is one entity type: employees, and
one state type: the DSP state. Two activity types transform
the DSP state and employees. The first activity type is called
Activity 7, and this increases the salary of an employee by
10 percent. It takes between two and four minutes to
execute, depending on the system load, and requires input
from the user. The second activity type is called Activity 8,
and gets the ID of the employee whose salary was
increased, and prints out a message to the user. It also
takes between two and four minutes to execute, depending
on system load. The workflow consists of these two
activities executing sequentially. In the prototype, the
employee id represents shared information between the
two activities in the workflow type. Information is shared
by passing along the workflow_id of the workflow instance
to each activity instance. Based on this, it can obtain all the
tuples that were accessed by previous activity instances in
the same workflow instance.
Next, we applied the mapping rules presented in
Section 3 to implement this SEAM schema. The relational

schema and the constraints on the relational schema (in
terms of primary and foreign keys) were derived. The
relational schema implemented for the prototype is shown
in Fig. 13. The triggers (and stored procedures) that were
used to impose SEAM's axioms on the prototype schema
were coded next, based on the mapping rules described in
Section 3. The programming language Transact-SQL, which
is part of the Sybase 10 system, had sufficient features to
create these triggers.
Next, the code for the two activities and the code for the
dsp_server (the workflow server) was written. The build
environment for the activities and dsp_server was created.
The code was written in C with embedded SQL calls.
The execution pattern of the prototype is shown in
Fig. 14.
The prototype was tested as follows: Triggers were
tested by inserting good and bad data (data that violated
SEAM axioms) into the tables. An example of bad data is
inserting state instances where temporally consistent
entity instances do not exist. The check_insert_state_temporal_consistency trigger prevented insertion of this data. The
check delete entity temporal consistency trigger was tested
by deleting entity instances and then verifying that all
state instances that were dependent on only that
entity instance for temporal consistency were deleted.
The insert actvities initiate workflow trigger was tested
by inserting a row in the dsp_info_table and then verifying
that rows for primitive activity types Activity 7 and
Activity 8 were created in the dsp_progress table.
The actual workflow (consisting of a sequential execution of the two activities) was executed several times. Each
workflow_instance was inititated by inserting a row into the
dsp_wf_info table. Several workflow_instances were thus
created, and the resulting tables were examined. In all cases,
the processes were forked and the triggers worked as
intended. Thus, the prototype showed that existing
RDBMS platforms offer sufficient abstractions to allow the
implementation of a WFMS system using SEAM.
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Fig. 12. SEAM schema for the prototype construction.

Fig. 13. Relational schema for the prototype.

Fig. 14. Execution pattern of the prototype.

While the prototype used a simple example, it is valuable

RDBMS. The prototype covers most of the concepts we

because it demonstrates the end-to-end methodology, of

anticipate would be required for building a large workflow

taking a SEAM schema, at the conceptual level, and

application, using the SEAM methodology, on a commercial

implementing it as a workflow application on a commercial

relational platform.
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4.1

Lessons Learned about Use the SEAM
Methodology in Real-World Situations
We conducted a three month long case study in the quality
control unit of a medium-sized software development
company based in the USA [50]. There were four job functions
in the unit, and the study involved the active participation of
four employees, one from each function. At the end of the case
study, we had a SEAM diagram of the workflows of the unit.
Thirteen levels of decomposition were created. In all, there
were 55 entity types, 60 state types, and 76 activity types. A
subset of these diagrams has been shown in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, and
9. Based on our experience with the case study and the coding
of the prototype application, next we summarize important
points for developers who choose to use the SEAM
methodology.
From the perspective of the organization, first, SEAM
provided, in one diagram, a documentation of the processes
and the data. According to the employees who participated
in the case study, this was preferable to using several
different diagrams and manuals. Second, the decomposition in SEAM meant that different levels of abstraction
could be represented for processes, making a SEAM
diagram suitable for display for a variety of levels of
management. Third, participating in the creation of a SEAM
schema clarified their own workflows for the employees,
and increased their knowledge of their own unit.
From the perspective of the modeler, SEAM required a
lot of effort to use, as compared to simpler diagrams that
represent either data or processes. It took longer to both
learn how to use SEAM and to actually create the SEAM
schema. Thus, it took three weeks to create the
SEAM schema, whereas it took only one week to create an
IDEF0 [51] schema, which only models processes, for the
organization, using the same modeler. However, the
consistency between data and processes inherent in SEAM
makes it easier, in the opinion of the modeler, than creating
separate data and process models, and trying to make them
consistent.4 Thus, developing one SEAM schema is more
scalable than developing separate, consistent schemas in
other modeling methods.
SEAM captures information on activity_types at the
conceptual level, using verbal descriptions similar to
minispecs. There are other models that capture activity
logic formally, and are thus similar to programming
languages. Based on this case study, we note that extending
SEAM to formally capture the detailed logic of each
primitive activity type would have resulted in far more
complex schemas, and seriously affected the scalability of
SEAM when modeling real-world requirements.
One important quality in a conceptual model is
completeness, which is the degree to which the model can
represent the real-world domain, as perceived by the
humans in the domain. The completeness of SEAM was
formally evaluated as part of this case study [48], and
SEAM was found to be more complete than the IDEF0
model.
4. An example of such a consistency check would be: flows in a data flow
diagram have to be represented as data in the data diagram, and all data in
the data diagram has to be represented as a flow in the dataflow diagram.
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Lessons from implementing the prototype are, first, the
coding of triggers to enforce the temporal model and the
workflow server, (shown in Fig. 10) is initially tedious. This
is because it has to be done for each entity type and
state type. However, we find that it becomes fairly routine
after creating the first set of triggers. We anticipate that any
development team choosing to use SEAM will need to
quickly establish a template for coding these triggers.
Second, the actual implementation on an RDBMS platform
is relatively simple, once the design is complete. The SEAM
diagram serves as an adequate documentation for the
workflow system. Thus, this work provides a well-defined
methodology for constructing workflow applications, as
shown in Fig. 1b.

4.2 Comparing SEAM to Other Models
As mentioned in Section 1, several conceptual models exist
to model systems. In this section, we compare SEAM to two
popular models: the Software Requirements Engineering
Methodology (SREM) [52] and to the Systems Analysis and
Design Technique (SADT) [53], [54]. These two models are
fairly representative of two broad classes of software
engineering tools. SREM models system behavior at low
levels and in great detail, while SADT is a higher level
conceptual model that model activities and data.
SREM along with the Systems Requirements Engineering
methodology (SYSREM) is used to model systems from a
higher level of abstraction to a state machine level. SYSREM
uses time functions which have inputs, outputs, invariants,
completion criteria, and performance. Each time function
lasts a finite period of time. It can be decomposed into
concurrent and/or sequential activities. At the lowest level,
each activity can be modeled as an R-net, which is a graph
with several different node types that model the abstractions found in programming languages. R-nets in turn are
just one of 21 elements that constitute the Requirements
Statement language (RSL). This language allows the
specification of all the functions of a system, as well as
the conditions under which each one occurs. It also allows
the specification of performance criteria and provides for
verification of data flow consistency. Table 1 compares
SEAM with SREM/SYSREM.
The SADT methodology is representative of a large class
of conceptual models that have been used in systems
analysis. The SADT technique also spawned the IDEF0
model [51]. The SADT technique focuses on activity
diagrams. Activities are boxes, which can be decomposed
into subactivities. Arrows represent the inputs, outputs,
controls, and mechanisms for the execution of activities.
The decomposition of activities is formally defined to
ensure preservation of input and output data, but the
decomposition of arrows is informal. SADT stresses communication between the developers, analysts, and the
customers, when capturing system requirements. Table 2
compares SADT and SEAM.
SEAM appears to successfully bridge the conceptual
modeling and implementation layers of workflow application development. Many of the SEAM implementation level
concepts (such as time stamps) are not used when
conceptually modeling requirements. Based on our experience with using SEAM in a real-world situation, at the
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TABLE 1
Comparison between SEAM and SYSREM/SREM

conceptual modeling level, SEAM is not more complex to

SEAM is also more scalable than other methodologies

use than well-established models like the ERM and the data

that use multiple models. This is because these methodol-

flow diagram model. SEAM is a lot easier to use than

ogies have no consistency checks and this allows modelers

models that capture detailed logic of activities, such as the

to create divergent views of the same reality (such as

SYSREM/SREM.

creating data flows that have no counterpart in the data
TABLE 2
Comparison between SEAM and SADT
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model, or creating inconsistent decompositions of dataflows) especially as the size of requirements grows. In
SEAM, we have explicit links between activities and data,
and there is no redundant depiction of data or process
elements since multiple models are not used. This prevents
the creation of divergent views by the modeler, when
modeling large scale realities.
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CONCLUSION

This work contributes to both theory and practice. First,
SEAM is a rigorously defined conceptual workflow
model, that incorporates time. It represents a first step
toward a conceptual model driven workflow environment, i.e., an environment where the design and
management of workflows is controlled from the
conceptual level. Although SEAM can be mapped to
any implementation, we have mapped it here to widely
used and understood implementation abstractions. The
information contained in this work should be sufficient
enough to allow application developers to utilize SEAM to
model and design workflow applications. The mapping
rules presented in Section 3 provide the integrated
methodology shown in Fig. 1b. This integrated methodology is the primary contribution of this work.
Second, the formal definition of SEAM semantics and
the grammar presented here allow for the construction of an
automated design tool consisting of a SEAM compiler that
understands the mapping rules. The construction of such a
compiler, which is part of our future research, will further
automate the construction of workflow systems from SEAM
schemas. Third, the case study discussed in this work
validates the scalability of SEAM in real-world systems.
Fourth, the mapping rules in this work have also identified
abstractions that need to be supported by widely used
implementations, in order to model the SEAM conception
of reality, e.g., the well-known foreign-key concept can be
extended to include checking ranges of values, in order to
automate the temporal consistency trigger described in
Fig. 10a.
This work also has limitations. The biggest one in our
view is the curve associated with learning how to create
SEAM diagrams, and actually creating SEAM diagrams in
the complexity of a real-life setting. A modeler will need to
invest significant time in learning SEAM. However, based
on the case study, we feel the advantages of automatic
consistency (since everything is in one diagram) and the
ability to represent different levels of abstraction will be a
sufficient pay-off for modelers who do make the investment
in learning SEAM.
This work is part of a larger project that aims at
providing a conceptual model driven workflow design
and management environment. We have used SEAM to
model the workflows of a medium-sized organization. Our
future research aims at the construction of an automated
workflow design tool prototype, with SEAM as the user
interface.
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